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billions of different elements that include members of our population,
businesses, schools, parcels of land,
and homes. A list of possible relationships defies imagination and
even more so if we include international relationships. Miraculously,
there is a tendency for all of these
relationships to operate smoothly
without congressional meddling.
Let’s think about it.
THE AVERAGE well-stocked supermarket carries more than 60,000
different items. Because those items
are so routinely available to us, the
fact that it is a near miracle goes unnoticed and unappreciated. Take
just one of those items — canned
tuna. Pretend that Congress appoints you tuna czar; that’s not totally out of the picture in light of the
fact that Congress has recently proposed a car czar for our auto industry. My question to you as tuna czar
is: Can you identify and tell us how
to organize all of the inputs necessary to get tuna out of the sea and
into a supermarket?
The most obvious inputs are fishermen, ships, nets, canning factories, and trucks. But how do you organize the inputs necessary to build
a ship, to provide the fuel — and
what about the compass? The
trucks need tires, seats, and windshields. It is not a stretch of the
imagination to suggest that millions
of inputs and people cooperate with
one another to get canned tuna to
your supermarket.
But what is the driving force that
explains how millions of people
manage to cooperate to get 60,000
different items to your supermarket? Most of them don’t give a hoot
about you and me, some of them
might hate Americans, but they
serve us well and they do so voluntarily. The bottom-line motivation
for the cooperation is that people
are in it for themselves; they want
more profits, wages, interest, and
rent — or to use today’s silly talk,
people are greedy.

ADAM SMITH, the father of economics, captured the essence of this
wonderful human cooperation when
he said, “He [the businessman] generally, indeed, neither intends to
promote the public interest, nor
knows how much he is promoting
it. . . . He intends only his own security; and by directing that industry
in such a manner as its produce may
be of the greatest value, he intends
only his own gain.”
Smith continues, “He is in this, as
in many other cases, led by an invisible hand to promote an end which
was no part of his intention. . . . By
pursuing his own interest he frequently promotes that of the society
more effectually than when he really
intends to promote it.” And later he
adds, “It is not from the benevolence of the butcher, the brewer, or
the baker, that we expect our dinner, but from their regard to their
own interest.”
If you have doubts about Adam
Smith’s prediction, ask yourself
with which areas of our lives are we
the most satisfied, and those with
which we have the most complaints.
Would they be profit-motivated arenas such supermarkets, video or
clothing stores, or nonprofit motivated government-operated arenas
such as public schools, postal delivery, or motor vehicle registration?
By the way, how many of you would
be in favor of Congress running our
supermarkets?
© Creators Syndicate
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Will the U.S. Suffer Same Fate?

T

cent in 2001 from 2.1 percent in
1990. Not good, but hardly a calamity.
Its situation compelled attention
mainly because it confounded
conventional wisdom. From 1956 to
1973, Japan had grown 9 percent a
year; in the 1980s, it was still growing at 4 percent. Japan was expected
to overtake the U.S. as the richest,
most advanced economy. It didn’t.
Worse, its semi-stagnation defied the
notion that modern economics enabled government to ensure adequate
growth.
Papers were written, conferences
organized, and the verdict rendered:
The Japanese had botched it. After
the “bubble economy” of the late
1980s burst, the Bank of Japan had
eased credit too slowly. Burdened
with bad loans, banks stopped lending; government didn’t cleanse the
banks quickly enough. Government
stimulus packages were too little, too

Government has tried. In the
1980s, the Bank of Japan sought to
offset the effect of the higher yen with
cheap credit. This backfired, resulting in the bubble economy. From

1985 to 1990, Tokyo land prices rose
134 percent; the stock market
boomed. Since the bubble’s collapse,
there have been 13 stimulus plans,
reckons economist Randall Jones of
the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. Even now,
the economy is trade dependent; in
December, exports dropped 35 percent from a year earlier, pushing Japan into a deep recession.
WHAT HAPPENED in Japan does
not doom Obama’s stimulus as futile.
Sometimes, government should intervene to break the fall of a declining
economy. Japan’s packages probably
temporarily bolstered a faltering
economy. In this sense, the president
is correct. Unfortunately, his stimulus
is weaker than advertised, because
much of the effect occurs after 2009.
Still, the operative word is “temporarily.” Hannity is correct in that serial stimulus plans become self-defeating. The required debt is unsustainable. At some point, the economy
must generate strong growth on its
own. Japan’s hasn’t. Will ours?
Since the early 1980s, American
economic growth has depended on a
steady rise in consumer spending
supported by more debt and increasing asset prices (stocks, homes). Just
as the mid-1980s signaled the end of
Japan’s export-led growth, the present U.S. slump signals the end of upbeat consumption-led growth. But its
legacy is an overbuilt and overemployed consumption sector, from car
dealers to malls. The question is
whether our system is adaptive
enough to create new sources of
growth to fill the void left by retreating shoppers.
© Washington Post Writers Group
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Dire Consequences of ‘Card Check’
E

ver since the presidential primaries ended, a storm has been
gathering in the business community. Then-candidate Barack Obama’s talk of the “card check” bill (misleadingly titled the Employee Free
Choice Act, or
EFCA), energized
labor unions and
terrified businesses
across the country.
This proposed
legislation would
JAMES V.
completely revolutionize labor law as
MEATH
we know it and seri...
ously damage the
business community’s ability to maintain control over its work force and to
satisfy the ever-changing needs of its
customers in a demanding global
economy. In short, this is bombshell
legislation and it is not only on the
horizon, but is teed up to be introduced any day now in the House,
where it was passed in 2007. With an
intense debate in the Senate looming,
I began to ask myself, “What has
changed so radically in our makeup to
make this and other pro-union, antibusiness legislation so prominent on
the agenda of Congress?”
After practicing traditional labor
law for 30 years, I know that this legislation would never have seen the
light of day 15, 10, or even five years
ago. What has changed? There has
been a profound change in the business climate with regard to employee
rights in the workplace. This, coupled
with a dearth of union organizing
over the past 20 years, has produced
a whole generation of owners, senior
executives, managers, supervisors,
legislators, judges, lawyers, and employees who have not experienced
any type of labor organizing situation, much less experienced any type
of labor strife. Because of this, they
are more open to discussing the
union question.
COUPLE THIS WITH the fact
that our educational system, to some
extent, and our work environments
have evolved into entities that train
for and reward teamwork, tolerance,
and collaborative thinking, all of
which are noble objectives. In that
context, many of our current stakeholders in business are more open
and malleable when it comes to the

old-school, black-or-white questions
about unionization.
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I happen to have considerable experience in the negotiation of labor
contracts, specifically first contracts.
The reason most first contracts fail is
because unions come to the bargaining table and make demands that are
excessive, demands that refuse to allow the business the flexibility it needs
to meet the needs of its customers.

Of late, I have been asked to speak
extensively on this topic and invariably two things happen at these sessions: (1) there are rarely more than
three or four people who say that
they have any significant experience
with unions; and (2) in the course of
the question-and-answer period,
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In sum, the unions’ core objective
unions have executed a brilliant publihas always been to organize memcity campaign that has misled the gener- bers. That is their sole mission. In the
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In short, unions don’t need EFCA,
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they just need minimal change in a
These principles that EFCA would system that actually has worked for
change have been in place for more
the past 60 years, which will turn the
than 60 years — so “if it ain’t broke,
tables in their favor. Increases in the
don’t fix it.” Labor has complained
number of union-organized employfor years that the system is broken,
ees in this country will occur. That
but is it truly broken?
will be due in part to modifications in
The facts are that unions win anyexisting labor laws, but also a great
where from 45 percent to 50 percent
desire that we all have to just get
of secret-ballot elections. That seems along.
relatively balanced. Unions gain first
• James V. Meath is a partner and member of the
contracts in one in three of the eleclabor and employment practice at Williams
tions they win. The opposition argues Mullen. Contact him at (804) 783-6412 or
that this number is far too low.
jmeath@williamsmullen.com.
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ST. PAUL, Minn.
enjoy a well-crafted obituary as
much as the next man, and now
that people of my own generation (what????) are appearing
there, the obituary page becomes
closer and closer to my heart.
Yesterday I
thought I might
have to write one
for my older
brother after he
slipped while skating and cracked
his head open and
GARRISON
was rushed to inKEILLOR
tensive care, and
...
so I was reviewing
a few salient facts of his life — his
long off-and-on romance with Natalie Wood, his invention of sunscreen, his real estate empire in the
Caribbean — but now he is conscious
and showing signs of intelligence so
it looks as if I’m off the hook.
I like to read English obituaries,
which are more frank than American obits. Americans go to great
lengths not to speak ill of the dead
and lean toward the comforting eulogy, but the obituary is not meant
to comfort. It is meant to take inventory of a life. And thereby remind us that we too are mortal and
someday the world will look at us
with a cool clear eye and measure
our contribution to the common
good. (“His weekly column was always neatly typed and contained very
few serious grammatical errors.”) To
make the dead guy into a demigod
does not serve the common good.

I

THIS MORNING I read the obituary of an English writer I’d never
heard of named Edward Upward,
who died last Friday at the age of
105. (In fact, he outlived his obituarist, Alan Walker, who died in 2004.)
Ed went to Cambridge and was a
friend of W.H. Auden and Christopher Isherwood and his career
seems to have wilted in the heat of
their brilliance. They became famous and he got a job teaching
school. And then he joined the Communist Party, which is a heavy load
of bricks to carry, and he married a
hard-line communist named Hilda,
and he wrote an essay announcing
that good writing could be produced only by Marxists, whereupon
he suffered writer’s block for 20
years. (Talk about poetic justice.)
“The middle decades were bleak
for Upward,” wrote Walker. “During a sabbatical year designed to
give Upward the chance to write, he
suffered a nervous breakdown.”
And then when he did publish
again, he had become an antique.
His autobiographical trilogy, The
Spiral Ascent, was received by critics like you’d receive a door-to-door
vacuum-cleaner salesman.
And then there was the problem
of walking around with the name
Edward Upward.
It is a sobering tale for a fellow
writer to read, and the main lessons
of Upward’s life, as I see it, are these.
(1) Don’t hang out with brilliant
people who are likely to outshine
you — unless you are a satirist. In
which case, do. And stand quietly in
back and take notes.
(2) Writers shouldn’t join parties;
especially not the Communist Party.
(3) Avoid making big pronouncements such as “The only good art is
Marxist art.” You say it, feeling
you’re on the cutting edge of history,
but it’s only going to come back and
bite you in the butt.
(4) If you must write an autobiography, give it a better title than The
Spiral Ascent.
I AM A SATIRIST. I am not
now, nor have I ever been, a member of the Communist Party. I might
have joined if Natalie Wood had tried
to recruit me, but she did not. I am a
Democrat but mainly for the atmosphere and so I can meet normal people who do real work. I don’t write essays or autobiographies.
And thanks to Edward Upward, I
have decided not to take a sabbatical after all. You go off to the woods
for a year and it puts you under terrible pressure to write Moby Dick
or something worthy of having had
an entire year in which to write, and
the longer you work at this masterpiece, the shabbier it looks, the
whale turns into a guppy, and at the
end of the year you have torn up almost everything you wrote and you
are filled with self-loathing and bitter regret. No thanks.
I am sticking to my post and recommend that you do, too.
And stay off the obituary page as
long as possible. One hopes for an
opulent send-off but it’s not going to
happen, dear heart, and so you may
as well go ahead and live your life
because your obituary is bound to
be a big disappointment.
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